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WHY&s"NGO&Forum&&



S"NGOs&in&LMICs&–!Global!Surgery’s!
Unknown!Non?Profit!Sector&

Listed&403&NGO’s&providing&surgery&in&139&LMIC’s&with&63&specifically&acQve&in&Kenya&



Building!a!collabora/ve!network!to!
strengthen!surgery!in!Kenya!



MeeQng&ObjecQves&
1.Establish&new&and&build&on&exisQng&s"NGO&relaQonships&
to&strengthen&the&community&for&networking&&
2.&Explore&the&opportuniQes&that&could&come&from&new&
partnerships&and&inspire&parQcipants&to&collaborate&
&

3.&Align&common&interests&that&exist&among&the&group&
&&

4.&Scope&an&overarching&vision&for&the&group,&based&on&
shared&purpose&
&

5.&IdenQfy&specific&objecQves&/&opportuniQes&and&
potenQal&acQviQes&for&collaboraQon&&



The&Next&Two&Days&

•  To!try!to!create!more!impact!through!
collabora/ng!through!a!Trusted!network!

•  To!explore!and!develop!significant!areas!for!
partnership!across!the!network!

•  To!decide!our!forward!approach!and!
opera/ng!model!for!success!

•  To!create!ac/onable!plans!for!collabora/on!



S"NGO&Co"CreaQon&workshops&
&

!

Needs!
Assessment!!

!
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!
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!!
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The&Next&Two&Days&



Key&Partnering&Challenges&&

Power&Imbalance& No&Hidden&Agendas&&



Advantages&of&an&NGO&pla^orm&for&
accessing&partnerships&and&synergy&

CommunicaQon&
!
•Improves!
communica/on!
between!members!
!!

•!Creates!an!
overview!of!
ac/vi/es!in!training!
and!educa/on,!
research,!and!
clinical!care!!
!

•!Catalyzes!
collabora/on!and!
coordina/on!
between!groups!!

&&&&&&Resources&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&Knowledge&Sharing&&&&&&&&
!

•Facilitates!sharing!
of!resources:!
!!!!?Supplies!!
!!!!?Workforce!!
!!!!?Logis/cs!!
!

•Provides!a!forum!
for!collec/ve!
advocacy!
!

!•Streamlines!
awareness!of!and!
response!to!
funding!
opportuni/es!!

•Enables!knowledge!
sharing!!
!

•S/mulates!collabora/on!
in!health!research!
!!

•Fosters!coopera/on!in!
training!and!educa/on!
ac/vi/es!!
!

•!Minimizes!duplica/on!
of!effort!!



Surgical!NGO!Introduc/on!Guidelines
!Each%NGO%rep%will%be%invited%to%share%a%5%min%introduc9on!

•  Please!share!your!organiza/on’s!name,!where!your!
local!office!is!based,!where!it!is!headquartered,!and!its!
size!(ex.!#!countries,!#staff,!#volunteers)!and!scope!
(what!care!and!other!services!are!delivered)!(1!min)!

•  Please!describe!your!organiza/on’s!mission,!vision,!!
the!work!you!do!and!some!of!the!accomplishments!of!
which!you!are!most!proud!(3!mins)!

!!
•  Describe!one!thing!you!hope!to!get!out!of!a`ending!
the!sNGO!Forum!(1!min)!

&!



Assessing!Surgical!NGO!Needs,!
Challenges!and!Opportuni/es!

Interac/ve!Exercise:!!

1)!What!frustra/ons!do!you!have!over!problems!
that!should!be!“solvable?”!!

2)!What!challenges!does!your!organiza/on!
encounter!in!delivering!surgical!care!and!
achieving!its!mission?!!!

3)!What!opportuni/es!for!collabora/on!can!you!
iden/fy?!!



&
Ms.&Rosemary&Mugwe,&CEO,&COSECSA&

COSECSA:%Promo9ng%Excellence%in%Surgical%Care%



Promoting Excellence in Surgical  Care 
A case Study of COSECSA. 



Overview  

Access to surgical care is limited by many 
factors  
•  Transportation  
•  Infrastructure,  
•  Ltd surgical supplies 
•   Finances 
•   Inadequate number of expert providers 

etc 



Overview 

It is estimated that 
•   93% of people in Sub-Saharan Africa do 

not have access to safe, affordable 
surgical and anesthesia care when 
needed  

•  The overall burden associated with 
surgical conditions is est. at 38% disability 
adjusted life years lost per 1000 
population 



COSECSA Region 



 COSECSA region 

•  A total of 1690 practising surgeons in the COSECSA  region. 

•  Translates to a ratio of 0·53 surgeons per 100,000 population.  

•   A majority of surgeons (64 %) practise in the main commercial city 

of their country of residence  

•   9 % of surgeons are female.  

•   More than half (53 %) of surgeons in the region are general 

surgeons. 



Surgical workforce distribution 

•  http://www.cosecsa.org/global-surgery-
map 



Kenya 



Surgical workforce distribution 

•  Kenya has a total of 551 surgeons for a 
population of 45,010,056,  

•  That amounts to 1.22 surgeons per 
100,000 people. !



 Our Role & Impact 

•  COSECSA committed to scaling up quality 
surgical workforce in the region  to 
improve patient outcome and improve 
access. 

•  COSECSA!provides!an!effec/ve,!and!cost!
effec/ve,!training!and!examina/ons!model,!
u/lising!nearly!all!suitable!hospitals!in!the!
region!as!training!centres.(!Our!resources!are!
hospitals!and!surgeons)!



COSECSA Membership  

•  COSECSA has now produced 158 FCS 
graduates ( by December 2015)- this number 
is equivalent to 9.3% of all surgeons in the 
COSECSA region 

•  Members and Fellows:  COSECSA now has 
911 members and fellows.  620 of these 
members and fellows are practicing surgeons 
in the 10 COSECSA countries, representing 
36.6% of all practicing surgeons in the region 
(n=6200/1690 



Trainees 

•  In 2010 we had 83 trainees to-date we 
have 389 trainees in our programs 

•  This is a number equivalent to 24% of the 
entire current surgical workforce in the 
region. 



Training 

•  Our training module has been proved 
successful. Studies have shown that we 
retain 93% of our graduates in the region 

•  97 accredited facilities in the region 
distributed in rural and urban areas. 

•  Comprehensive e- learning platform(SFS) 
•  Beskope surgical electronic log book 



Gender Equity and Parity 

•  Establishment of WiSA 



Advocacy and Policy formulation 

•  COSECSA fellows participated in Lancet 
commission on surgery 

•  COSECSA fellow championed for the 
WHA resolution 

•  COSECSA fellows pushing in-country for 
the development of national surgical 
plans- Zambia, Ethiopia, Malawi 

•  ( Advocacy resulting to greater levels of 
investment) 



 Way forward 

•  Incorporating other disciplines involved in 
surgical care 

•  Promote highest quality of surgical training 
•  Promoting Regional training to COSECSA 

centres of excellence 
•  Use our advocacy platform G4 Alliance to 

maintain surgery in the global health Agenda 
•  Partner with NGOs to attain better patient 

outcomes…………  



•  Than kyou. 



Surgical!NGO!Forum!Co?Crea/on!Workshop!1:!!
Alignment!of!interests!and!Iden/fy!Areas!for!Collabora/on!

1)  Building!on!the!needs,!challenges!and!
opportuni/es!iden/fied!earlier,!what!
common!themes!emerge?!!

2)  Are!there!obvious!partnerships!that!could!
help!address!these!challenges?!

3)  Are!there!other!poten/al!partners!that!are!
cri/cal!to!overcoming!iden/fied!barriers?!!

4)  What!crea/ve!solu/ons!can!be!proposed!for!
addressing!“solvable!problems?”!!!



Surgical!NGO!Forum!Co?Crea/on!Workshop!1:!!
Report&Back&to&Group&(5"7&mins)&

1)  Building!on!the!needs,!challenges!and!
opportuni/es!iden/fied!earlier,!what!
common!themes!emerge?!!

2)  Are!there!obvious!partnerships!that!could!
help!address!these!challenges?!

3)  Are!there!other!poten/al!partners!that!are!
cri/cal!to!overcoming!iden/fied!barriers?!!

4)  What!crea/ve!solu/ons!can!be!proposed!for!
addressing!“solvable!problems?”!!!



Ian&Walker,&Corporate&CiQzenship&Director,&
&Johnson&&&Johnson&

%Strategic%Leadership%



Brendan&Allen,&ExecuQve&Director&
The&G4&Alliance&

The%Power%of%Networks%
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Global Alliance for Surgical, Obstetric, Trauma, & Anaesthesia Care
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Overview

•  Background 
•  About the G4 Alliance 
•  Networks 
•  Effectiveness, Benefits, Risks 
•  Building Networks 
•  Sustainability and Capacity Building 





 
Source: Lancet Commission on Global Surgery, 2015 

The Lancet Commissions

8 www.thelancet.com  

how many people worldwide are unable to receive safe, 
timely surgical and anaesthesia care with financial 
protection. We defined access to surgery in a specific 
country by the following four components: existence of 
surgical capacity in terms of workforce and infrastructure; 
ability to obtain surgical and anaesthesia care in a timely 
way; a safe way; and an affordable way.

We constructed a chance tree to model the probability 
that an individual has access to surgery and anaesthesia 
using a binary outcome of access (1) or no access (0).25 Each 
chance node represented the probability of an access 
dimension being available to an individual patient 
conditional on the previous dimensions. Raw data for each 
dimension were not widely available so proxy measures 
were used. We assessed timeliness (first dimension) by the 
proportion of serious injuries transported by ambulance,26 
surgical capacity (second dimension) by the number of 
surgical procedures undertaken in a country as a 
proportion of number of surgeries needed,27 safety (third 
dimension) by the proportion of operating rooms with 
pulse oximetry,8 and affordability (fourth dimension) by 
the proportion of patients undergoing surgery who do not 
experience catastrophic expenditure.28

Since access most likely varies between urban and 
rural populations, we did a secondary analysis25 (selective 

tree) in which all four dimensions were applied to rural 
populations, but only the third and fourth dimensions 
(safety and affordability) were applied to urban 
populations to create a lower bound estimate. The 
application of all four dimensions to the entire population 
is termed the full tree and is an upper bound estimate. A 
full discussion of the methods can be found in the 
accompanying paper.”25

The selective and full trees show that 4·8 billion 
(95% posterior credible interval [PCI] 4·5–5·0) and 
5·3 billion (5·0−5·5) people, respectively, do not have 
access to safe, timely surgical and anaesthesia care when 
needed with financial protection, and most of these 
people reside in the poorest regions of the world. In 
countries designated as low-income and lower-middle-
income countries by the world bank, the selective tree 
estimates that 94% of the population does not have 
access to safe surgical and anaesthesia care that is timely 
and affordable, compared with 14·9% of the population 
in high-income countries. When results from the 
selective tree are stratified by IHME super-region, 93% of 
the population in sub-Saharan Africa and 97% of the 
population in South Asia do not have access, compared 
with 3·6% in higher-income regions (figure 2). These 
numbers are large but not unexpected considering that 

Figure !: Proportion of the population without access to safe, a!ordable surgery and anaesthesia by Institute for Health Metrics and Evaluation region (selective tree)25,29
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Global Surgery Disparities



How? 
By providing a platform for organizations to engage and support 
increasing access to safe, essential, and timely surgical, obstetric, 

trauma, and anaesthesia care.   

About the G4 Alliance

The Global Alliance for Surgical, Obstetric,Trauma, and Anaesthesia Care 
(G4 Alliance) is a coalition of over 80 member organizations united in 
their commitment to advocating for greater prioritization of surgical, 

obstetric, trauma and anaesthesia care as part of the global health and 
development agenda.  

 

 
Mission 

Advocating for the neglected surgical patient 
 

 

Vision 
Universal access to quality essential surgical, obstetric, trauma, and  

anaesthesia care 



G4 Alliance Membership!
•  Scope of Membership 
-  80+ Member Organizations 

-  Representing 300+ organizations 

-  Working in 160 countries, 6 continents 

•  Members Include 
-  Academic Institutions 

-  Professional Societies 

-  Social Enterprises 

-  Non-profits/NGOs 

-  Public and Private Sector Organizations 



G4 Alliance Membership Organizations!



Image: Brendan Allen 

The Power of Networks



Types of Networks

•  communi/es!of!prac/ce!(common!work!interests!and!
prac/ces)!

•  knowledge!networks!(generate!and!disseminate!informa/on)!

•  sectoral!networks!(organized!around!a!specific!sector!i.e.!
health)!

•  social!change!or!advocacy!networks!(advance!the!causes!or!
interests!of!the!network!members)!

•  service!delivery!networks!(autonomous!organiza/ons!that!
coordinate!efforts!in!the!provision!of!services)!



Types of Networks

Networks!created!for!a!variety!of!purposes!and!embody!a!
variety!of!structures.!!

•  both!informal!and!formal!associa/ons!

•  exist!at!the!local,!na/onal,!regional,!and!global!levels.!!!

Networks!more!than!just!a!resource!center!for!their!members!–!
most!networks!involve!member!collabora/on!and!some/mes!
engage!in!mutual!or!joint!ac/vi/es.!



Effective Networks

EffecQve&networks&possess&characterisQcs&of&!
•  strong!social!capital!
•  leadership!
•  governance!and!management!

•  joint!learning!
•  mutually!beneficial!partnership!with!donors.!!

Effec/ve!networks!have!a!diverse,!dynamic!membership!and!
structure,!and!are!commi`ed!to!excellence!and!democra/c!
decision?making!processes.!!

!



Benefits of Network Membership

•  increased!access!to!informa/on;!!

•  exper/se!and!financial!resources;!!
•  increased!efficiency;!!

•  a!mul/plier!effect,!which!increases!the!reach!and!impact!
available!to!member!organiza/ons;!!

•  solidarity!and!support;!!
•  increased!visibility!of!issues,!best!prac/ces,!and!

underrepresented!groups!



Image: Brendan Allen 

Benefits of Network Membership

Other!important!perceived!
benefits!are:!

•  risk!mi/ga/on!

•  reduced!isola/on!
•  increased!credibility,!

par/cularly!for!developing!
NGOs!!



Risks of Networks (and membership)
•  Accountability!in!networks!can!ogen!be!‘messy’.!
•  Qualifica/on!for!inclusion!is!ogen!‘enthusiasm!and!
willingness!to!work!with!others!
–  Can!mean!that!the!people!who!are!the!most!enthusias/c!
and!most!connected….!Can!dominate!(Miller,!2004)!

•  organiza/ons!are!willing!to!engage!in!more!informal,!
sharing!rela/onships;!but!may!be!reluctant!to!cede!
any!autonomy!through!a!formal!network!governance!
structure!

•  networks!can!create!more!work!than!they!reduce!



Risks of Networks (and membership)
•  members!can!suffer!a!loss!of!iden/ty!if!they!feel!that!they!

are!not!represented!sufficiently!!

•  poten/al!for!misrepresenta/on!if!the!leadership!or!certain!
members!speak!for!the!network!inappropriately!

•  poten/al!to!not!build!the!capacity!of!members!to!speak!for!
themselves.!!

•  Placing!a`en/on!at!the!network!level!may!take!some!
a`en/on!and!energy!away!from!the!grassroots!or!local!
levels.!!



Building a network - Key considerations 
from research on health networks 

•  Problem!Defini/on!
– Build!consensus!on!solu/ons,!and!ensure!
difference!do!not!lead!to!frac/onaliza/on!

•  Posi/oning!
– Frame!the!issue!in!a!way!that!external!actors!will!
embrace.!Move!beyond!public!health!to!consider!
social!jus/ce!and!threat!frames!

!

Jeremy!Shiffman,!December!2016! 



Building a network - Key considerations 
from research on health networks 

•  Coali/on?building!
– Avoid!insularity;!build!allies!beyond!health;!be!
poli/cally!oriented!–!not!just!technical!

•  Governance!
– Build!ins/tu/ons!for!collec/ve!ac/on!that!are!
strong,!adaptable!and!inclusive!(Balance!
centraliza/on!and!flexibility)!

!

Jeremy!Shiffman,!December!2016! 



“Principles” of Network Sustainability
•  Trust&?!pre?exis/ng!social!capital!provides!the!best!

framework!from!which!to!launch!a!network,!and!the!reason!
for!this!lies!in!the!trust!that!develops!from!a!history!of!
effec/ve!and!fair!partnership!!

•  Adaptability!(Effec/ve!networks!are!adaptable!to!the!
changing!contexts!and!needs!of!their!membership,!and!are!
thus!more!sustainable.!



“Principles” of Network Sustainability
•  Leadership!?!leaders!of!networks!need!to!be!prepared!to!work!

in!a!different!way!to!be!able!to!handle!the!non?hierarchical!
nature!of!the!rela/onships!!

•  ‘Leading!between’!will!be!the!new!leadership!impera/ve!of!
the!coming!decades.!(Skidmore,!2004)!!

(
Sustainability(of(Benefits(is(More(Important(Than(Sustainability(

of(the(Organiza>on(!



3 Characteristics of Networks that Build 
Capacity 

•  “dare!to!share”!–!members!are!confident!enough!in!their!
work!that!they!are!willing!to!share!it!with!others!!

•  members!must!fully!contribute!?!can!be!fostered!by!crea/ng!
/me!and!space!for!learning!and!reflec/on!

•  member!commitment!?!Strong!commitment!is!fostered!when!
members!make!the!priori/es!of!the!network!match!their!
own,!and!they!see!the!network!as!adding!value!to!their!work!



Thank You

Advocating for the Neglected Surgical Patient 
!



Surgical!NGO!Forum!Co?Crea/on!Workshop!2:!!
Define!Specific!Objec/ves!and!Ac/vi/es!for!

Fundable!Projects!

1)  Building!on!the!work!during!Breakout!#1,!
iden/fy!the!necessary!components!to!
overcoming!cri/cal!barriers!to!achieving!shared!
objec/ves?!!!

2)  Which!partners!are!needed?!!How!would!your!
staffing!needs!change?!!!

3)  What!other!tools!and!resources!might!you!
require?!!Any!other!requirements?!

4)  What!is!a!realis/c!/meline?!!!
5)  What!are!next!steps?!!



Coffee&Break&



Surgical!NGO!Forum!Co?Crea/on!Workshop!2:!!
Report&Back&to&Group&(5"7&mins)!

1)  Building!on!the!work!during!Breakout!#1,!
iden/fy!the!necessary!components!to!
overcoming!cri/cal!barriers!to!achieving!shared!
objec/ves?!!!

2)  Which!partners!are!needed?!!How!would!your!
staffing!needs!change?!!!

3)  What!other!tools!and!resources!might!you!
require?!!Any!other!requirements?!

4)  What!is!a!realis/c!/meline?!!!
5)  What!are!next!steps?!!



Dr.&Ewen&Harrison,&University&of&Edinburgh&

%Monitoring%and%Evalua9on%



Using Data to Measure 
Progress and Improve Results 
Ewen M Harrison 
Senior Lecturer in General Surgery  
Consultant Hepatobiliary / Transplant Surgeon 
University of Edinburgh 
 
 
COSECSA 2016, Mombasa, Kenya. 



Data 
Who collects it? 
How is it collected? 
Monitoring: real-time online indicators 
Evaluation: using data to effect change 





1 byte =  
  … space required to encode 1 text character 

5 exabyte = 5 000 000 000 000 000 000 bytes 

infographic: coupmedia.com 



infographic: coupmedia.com 



How much is 5 exabytes? 
 
 
Requires: 

100 000 000 000 000  
  ZX Spectrums 



489 000 000 football pitches 
… or area of India 





The future of 
healthcare is data. 
 
Data that is timely 
and of quality. 



Monitoring & Evaluation 

Numbers trained in 
surgical site infection bundle 

Number of procedures  
performed using new SSI bundle 

Treatment costs 
Economic productivity 

30 day SSI rate 
Hospital length of stay 



Data 
Who collects it? 
How is it collected? 
Monitoring: real-time online indicators 
Evaluation: using data to effect change 





To improve surgical 
care through  
observational and 
interventional research 



Network of junior surgeons/students 



GlobalSurg collaborative studies 
•  GlobalSurg 1 
•  “Universal markers of quality in 

emergency abdominal surgery” 
•  58 countries 
•  375 hospitals 
•  1783 investigators 
•  10 745 patients 

•  GlobalSurg 2 
•  “Worldwide epidemiology of 

surgical site infections after 
gastrointestinal surgery” 

•  65 countries 
•  385 hospitals 
•  2125 investigators 
•  15 565 patients 



How is it delivered? 

Peer reviewed 
protocol 

disseminated 
globally 

Collaborator 
registration 

online 
Country leads 

coordinate 

Complete online 
training module 
Online central 
support and 

troubleshooting 

14-day 
snapshot data 

collection within 
6-month 

window for 
participation 

Online data 
upload and 

central analysis 



Audit and Research Training 

“Oh my goodness! This course will 
really change my entire studies, for 
instance, now I am good at searching 
of evidence which will help me in 
reading evidence based surgery”. 

Sub-Saharan strategy for distance-
learning qualifications: 
New fulltime bursary for Rwandan 
PGY1 student to study for MSc 



Data 
Who collects it? 
How is it collected? 
Real time online monitoring of indicators 
Using data to effect change 



Cray 1 Supercomputer 

•  Weighed 5.5 tons 
including refrigeration 
system 

•  115 KW 
•  $5.5 million 

… has the same computing power as … ? 







How to collect data 



•  Can a smartphone-delivered wound 
assessment tool result in earlier 
treatment: RCT. 

•  SMS delivered wound assessment tool 
including patient experience 
questionnaire.  



Collaborator data access 



Continuous data analysis 



Data 
Who collects it? 
How is it collected? 
Monitoring: real-time online indicators 
Evaluation: using data to effect change 



Real-time monitoring of indicators 



Real-time monitoring of indicators 



Data 
Who collects it? 
How is it collected? 
Monitoring: real-time online indicators 
Evaluation: using data to effect change 



Live outcomes app 



GS2: inclusion criteria 
• Consecutive patients 
• elective or emergency  
• gastrointestinal resection, stoma reversal or  

appendicectomy 



SSI rate (%) 



GlobalSurg RCT development 
• Multicentre RCT to reduce SSI following emergency 

GI surgery 
• MRC has funded development 

• November 2016 collaborator meeting; 
• Local teams come together to write protocol.  



Data to measure progress & 
improve results 

Those providing clinical care should be at the 
heart of clinical research: 
• Must engender a culture of day-to-day audit 

and research early in training.  
 

Bedside data capture. 
Real-time indicator monitoring. 
Outcomes immediately available to grassroots. 





Day&1&Closing&Remarks&

Dinner%for%sNGO%Forum%Delegates%

H%7:30%pm%H%



Surgical&NGO&FORUM&
7th&December&&

Mombasa&Kenya&!

Hosted!in!Collabora/on!with:!! With sponsorship from:  



Welcome&and&ObjecQves&

1.  Establish!new!and!build!on!exis/ng!s?NGO!
rela/onships!to!strengthen!the!community!for!
networking!!

2.  Explore!the!opportuni/es!that!could!come!from!new!
partnerships!and!inspire!par/cipants!to!collaborate!

3.  Align!common!interests!that!exist!among!the!group!
4.  Scope!an!overarching!vision!for!the!group,!based!on!

shared!purpose!
5.  Iden/fy!specific!objec/ves!/!opportuni/es!and!

poten/al!ac/vi/es!for!collabora/on!!
&!



Brief!Recap!of!Day!1!

•  Needs,!Challenges,!Opportuni/es!!
•  Alignment!of!interests!and!areas!for!
collabora/on!

•  Specific!objec/ves!and!ac/vi/es!

&!



Peter&Gaturu,&Philips&
%

Nairobi%Surgical%Skills%Centre:%%

A%Training%Resource%

&!



Dr.&Abraham&Mengistu&
Safe%Surgery%2020%Ini9a9ve:%Partnerships%for%

Safe%Surgery%



In#partnership#with:#

Dr.$Abraham$Mengistu$
Safe$Surgery$2020$Project$Director$

Safe%Surgery%2020:%%
!

Building!strong!partner!
relationships!to!maximize!

impact!



Safe!Surgery!2020!will!transform!surgical!care,!reducing!maternal!and!trauma<
related!mortality!and!strengthening!health!systems!

LEADERSHIP 
DEVELOPMENT 
AND FACILITY  
TOOLKIT 
Empower a network of safe 
surgery leaders and provide them 
with the resources they need to 
improve care at their facilities 

 INNOVATION 
Support innovative 
technologies, business models, 
and programs in safe surgery 

THOUGHT LEADERSHIP 
Codify and disseminate 
learnings to shape the global 
dialogue on surgery 

Safe Surgery 2020 will 
catalyze change in surgical 
care through investments in: 

Safe Surgery 2020 Model 



The!Model!

Hospital Management 

Surgical Team 

EHAQ lead Hospital 
Support(Quality) 

RHB 

MENTORS 

Regional 
Surgical 
Advisory 
Council 

Mentor 
University  
Hospital 



University 
Hospital-1 

Mentee 
H-1 

Mentee 
H-2 

Mentee 
H-3 

Mentee 
H-4 

Mentee 
H-5 



Management!of!the!Partnership!

!  Mapping$of$the$partners$–Scanning$

!  Creating$a$common$platform$and$shared$vision$

!  Realization$that$$partnership$is$a$$process$

!  Managing$$the$partnership$process$

$



Mapping!the!Partners!

MOH 

RHB 

Hospital 
Management 

Surgical 
team 

PA(SSE) 

Universities 

NGOS 

champions 

    A I  Harvard Dalberg/GE 



!
Planning!Phase!!

!!  GE$created$institutional$platform$for$coordinationEDalberg$

!  SS2020$facilitated$a$highElevel$meeting$with$the$Minister$of$

Health$and$other$key$decision$makers$to$outline$project$

priorities$and$gain$buyEin$

!  Formalized$engagementsEToR$and$MOU$

!  Consistent$project$meetings$including$a$multiEday$workshop$

on$first$year$lessons$learned$supported$internal$

communication$and$teamEbuilding$needs$



Implementation!Phase!
!  Motivation$to$align$our$program$objectives,$priorities,$and$

timelines$to$those$at$the$MoH,$RHB,$and$SSE$
!  Commitment$to$build$on$our$relationship$and$structures$at$

the$MoH$and$strong$country$presence$
!  Established$trust$with$early$project$results$
!  Responsiveness$and$flexibility$
!  Prioritize$requests$from$partners$
!  Leading$from$behind$
!  Strong$global$network$



Challenges!to!partner!
engagement!

!  Inadequate$communication$and$coordination$$

!  Managing$expectations$to$scaleEup$quickly$

!  Aligning$the$project$timeline$to$the$changing$$MoH’s$

timeline$$



Brief!Recap!of!Day!1!

•  Needs,!Challenges,!Opportuni/es!!
•  Alignment!of!interests!and!areas!for!
collabora/on!

•  Specific!objec/ves!and!ac/vi/es!

&!



Surgical&NGO&Forum&Co"CreaQon&Workshop&3:&&
&

•  Develop!a!Vision!Statement!and!objec/ves!for!
the!group!

•  Resource!Mapping/Sharing?outline!what!
resource!each!NGO!might!be!able!to!bring.!

•  Review!Project!ideas!and!select!two!that!could!
be!developed!collabora/vely!!

•  Is!there!enthusiasm!for!taking!this!further!
•  Agree!next!steps!–!who!will!do!what!and!
when.!

ACTION&PLANNING!



Next!Steps,!Agreed!Ac/ons!and!
Commitments(

•  What!are!our!agreed!to!objec/ves?!

•  What!is!our!/meline?!!

•  What!commitment!are!we!making?!

•  What!are!next!steps?!!



Next!Steps,!Agreed!Ac/ons!and!
Commitments(

•  Is!there!a!need/benefit!to!establish!a!sNGO!
network?!

•  Is!there!a!need/benefit!to!establish!a!surgical!
care!task!force?!
– Who!should!be!included?!

– Who!should!lead!coordina/on?!!

– Can!we!define!objec/ves?!!
•  How!can!we!support!you?!!



Proposed!Next!Steps(

•  sNGO!forum!materials!to!be!shared!by!email!

•  Group!to!iden/fy!poten/al!network!
leadership!

•  Call/Mee/ng!in!January!2017!

•  Mee/ng!with!SSK!and!COSSECSA!in!March!
2017!(in!parallel!with!exis/ng!SSK!mee/ng)!



Building!a!collabora/ve!network!to!
strengthen!surgery!in!Kenya!


